Abstract. The "Median Principle" for different integral inequalities of Grüss and Ostrowski type is applied.
Introduction
There are many mathematical inequalities whose right hand side may be expressed in terms of the sup-norm of a certain derivative for the involved functions.
For instance, in Numerical Analysis, the integral of a function f : [a, b] → R may be represented by
where A n (I n , f ) is the quadrature rule defined on a given division I n : a = x 0 < x 1 < · · · < x n−1 < x n = b, of the interval [a, b] and R n I n , f (r) is the remainder, usually expressed in the integral form (1.2) R n I n , f (r) = b a K n (I n , t) f (r) (t) dt, where K n (I n , ·) : [a, b] → R is an appropriate Peano kernel and f (r) is the r−th derivative of f assumed to be essentially bounded on [a, b] .
If the integral In Analytic Inequalities Theory, the results such as Ostrowski's inequality
provided f and g are absolutely continuous with
Since, in order to estimate f
, in practice it is usually necessary to find the quantities
may be as difficult as the knowledge of M r and m r .
Consequently, it is a natural problem in trying to establish inequalities where instead of f , one would have the positive quantity M r − m r . We also must note that for functions whose derivatives f (r) have a "modest variation", the quantity M r − m r may usually be a lot smaller than f . We note that there are many examples of inequalities where the bounds are expressed in terms of M r − m r , from which we would like to mention only the celebrated result due to Grüss
It is the main purpose of this paper to point out a general strategy for transforming an inequality whose right hand side is expressed in terms of f into an inequality for which the same side will be expressed in terms of the quantity M r − m r > 0. We call this method the "Median Principle". A formal statement of this method is provided in the next section. Applications for some well-known inequalities are given as well.
The Median Principle
Consider the class of polynomials
The following result, that will be called the "Median Principle", holds.
Assume that the following inequality holds
where
is absolutely continuous and
then one has the inequality
Proof. Let P n ∈ P (0)
Also,
Using the inequality (2.1) and the monotonicity of R, we deduce the desired inequality (2.3).
Remark 1. Similar results may be obtained if the function L or/and R depend on other function h, l, etc.
The example provided in the next sections will show how the "Median Principle" works in practice.
Inequalities of the 0 th −Degree
An inequality of the form
i.e., no derivatives of the function f are involved, is said to be of the 0 th degree. For example, the following inequality:
(the class of continuous functions) and u ∈ BV [a, b] (the class of functions of bounded variation), are inequalities of 0 th −degree. As a generalisation of (3.
Here and in (3.3), 
Then we have the inequality
The constant 1 2 is sharp. Proof. Using the "Median Principle" for the inequality (3.2) we have
and since b a l (x) dx = 0, we deduce (3.7). Now, assume that (3.7) holds with a constant C > 0, i.e.,
If we choose f = l and f : [a, b] → R where
and thus, by (3.9) we deduce C ≥ 1 2 , and the theorem is then proved.
Then we have the inequalities Remark 2. The inequality (3.6) was proved in a different, more complicated, way in [4] . Generalisations for abstract Lebesgue integrals, the weighted and discrete cases were obtained in [1] .
The constant
The following result also holds. 
and u ∈ BV [a, b] with the property that
Then we have the inequality:
The constant 1 2 is sharp. Proof. Using the "Median Principle" for the inequality (3.3) we have 1 if x ∈ (0, 1) .
We have
Then, by (3.15) we deduce 2D ≥ 1 giving D ≥ 1 2 , and the theorem is thus proved. Another result generalizing the above ones also holds. 
Theorem 4. Let f, l : [a, b] → R be continuous and f is such that the condition (3.11) holds. If u ∈ BV ([a, b]) is such that
The constant 1 2 in (3.17) is sharp. Proof. Follows by the "Median Principle" applied for the inequality (3.4). The sharpness of the constant follows by Theorem 3 on choosing l = 1.
As a corollary of the above result, we may state the following Grüss type inequality.
Corollary 2. Let f, g ∈ C [a, b] and f is such that (3.11) holds. If u ∈ BV [a, b]
and u (b) = u (a) , then one has the inequality
The constant 1 2 is sharp in (3.18) .
and by (3.17) we deduce (3.18).
To prove the sharpness of the constant 1 2 in (3.18), we assume that it holds with a constant C > 0, i.e.,
and thus, by (3.19), we get
, and the corollary is proved. For other results of this type see [6] .
Inequalities of the 1 st −Degree
An inequality that contains at most the first derivative of the involved functions will be called an inequality of the 1 st −degree. For example, Ostrowski's inequality
provided h is absolutely continuous and
, is such an inequality, Also, the generalised-trapezoid inequality:
, is another example of such an inequality.
In both the inequalities above, the constant 1 4 is sharp in the sense that it cannot be replaced by a smaller constant.
If one would like examples of such inequalities for two functions, the following Ostrowski's inequality obtained in [7] is the most suitable 
Then one has the inequality:
Applying the "Median Principle" for Ostrowski's inequality, we get
which is clearly equivalent to (4.6). The sharpness of the constant follows by the sharpness of Ostrowski's inequality on choosing
We omit the details. [5] . Now, we may give a perturbed version of the generalised trapezoid inequality (4.2) as well (see also [5] ).
Remark 3. For a different proof of this fact, see

Theorem 6. Let f be as in Theorem 5. Then one has the inequality
The constant 1 2 is sharp. The proof follows by the inequality (4.2) and we omit the details. Now, we are able to point out the following perturbation of the second Ostrowski's inequality (4.3). 
then we have the inequality:
The constant 
